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Capitalism and Freedom in African Political
Philosophy

2020-05-05

this book investigates capitalism and freedom the guiding forces of many
political systems in african philosophy it builds on classical and
neoliberal capitalism rooted in private property and freedom and argues
for the presence of these elements in the traditional and modern african
political systems the author argues that while these elements are partly
imported from western capitalists they are equally traceable in african
traditional political systems kayange argues that african politics is
marred by a conflict between embracing capitalism and freedom
individualism on the one hand and socialism founded on african
communitarianism and communist ideas on the other this conflict has
affected policy development and implementation and has significantly
contributed towards the socio economic and ethical crises that are
recurrent in most of the african countries

Terrorism, 9/11, and Freedom

2014-12-10

thirty six essays from 2000 to 2009 chronicling america s struggles with
terrorism and freedom the first of these essays was written over a year
before the events of 9 11 01 the last was written in 2009 the second was
written the day of 9 11 and published the next week these essays and
articles are a kind of chronological examination of u s involvement in
afghanistan and iraq and the consequences for life here in the united
states post 9 11 you may judge for yourself with the hindsight of history
how accurate were my analyses predictions and descriptions of these
events of the past decade and a half those who forget the lessons of
history

Idealism and Freedom

1996-01-26

this volume collects all henry allison s recent essays on kant s
theoretical and practical philosophy

Hegel, Marx, and the Necessity and Freedom
Dialectic

2018-04-26

this book provides close readings of primary texts to analyze the linkage
between g w f hegel s philosophy and karl marx s critical social theory
of necessity and freedom this is important for three reasons first to
understand the significance of the changing relationships of work society
and critical social theory in the origins of hegelian marxism in the us
as documented in the recently published correspondence between the
marxist humanist theoretician raya dunayevskaya and the critical theorist
herbert marcuse second to identify the intersections of the critical
theorists jurgen habermas and marcuse s influential reinterpretations of
marx s value theory of economy and society that enables navigation of the
changing relationships of the social and economic spheres in the last
century as developed in marx s grundrisse and thirdly to assess the
potential of moishe postone s renewal of marx s value theory largely
conceived by the notion of a necessity and freedom dialectic intrinsic to
capitalism
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Self, Reason, and Freedom

2013-01-03

freedom and its internal relation to reason is fundamental to descartes
philosophy in general and to his meditations on first philosophy in
particular without freedom his entire enquiry would not get off the
ground and without understanding the rôle of freedom in his work we could
not understand what motivates key parts of his metaphysics yet not only
is freedom a relatively overlooked element but its internal relation to
reason has gone unnoticed by most studies of his philosophy self reason
and freedom a new light on descartes metaphysics by defending freedom s
internal relation to reason sheds new light on descartes metaphysics and
restores the often dismissed fourth meditation to the core of his
metaphysics as he conceived it implicit in that relation is a rejection
of any authority external to reason andrea christofidou shows how this
lends strength and explanatory force to descartes enquiry and reveals his
conception of the unity of the self and of its place in the world self
reason and freedom a new light on descartes metaphysics is essential
reading for students and scholars of descartes and anyone studying
seventeenth century philosophy

Law, Love and Freedom

2019-07-04

moving from monasticism to constitutionalism and from antinomianism to
anarchism this book reveals law s connection with love and freedom

Woman Life Freedom

2023-09-12

mahsa jina amini s death at the hands of iran s morality police on 16
september 2022 sparked widespread protests across the country women took
to the streets uncovering their hair burning headscarves and chanting
woman life freedom zan zendegi azadi in persian and jin jîyan azadî in
kurdish in mass demonstrations an explosion of creative resistance
followed as art and photography shared online went viral and people
around the world saw what was really going on in iran woman life freedom
captures this historic moment in artwork and first person accounts this
striking collection goes behind the scenes at forbidden fashion shows
registers the sound of dissent in iran where it has been illegal for
women to sing unaccompanied in public since 1979 and walks the streets of
tehran with the smarties gen z women who colour and show their hair in
defiance of the authorities despite the potentially devastating
consequences extolling the power of art writing and body politics both
female and queer this collection is both a universal rallying call and a
celebration of the women the regime has tried and failed to silence this
is what protest looks like

The Metaphysics of Self-realisation and Freedom

2017-03-22

this first part of colin tyler s new critical assessment of the social
and political thought of t h green 1836 1882 explores the grounding that
green gives to liberal socialism tyler shows how for green ultimately
personal self realisation and freedom stem from the innate human drive to
construct a bedrock of fundamental values and commitments that can define
and give direction to the individual s most valuable potentials and
talents this book is not only a significant contribution to british
idealist scholarship it highlights also the enduring philosophical and
ethical resources of a social democratic tradition that remains one of
the world s most important social and political movements and not least
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across britain europe north america india and australia dr colin tyler is
reader in politics at the university of hull and joint convenor of the
centre for british idealism

Between Slavery and Freedom

1992

using the writings of slaves and former slaves as well as commentaries on
slavery between slavery and freedom explores the american slave
experience to gain a better understanding of six moral and political
concepts oppression paternalism resistance political obligation
citizenship and forgiveness the authors use analytical philosophy as well
as other disciplines to gain insight into the thinking of a group of
people prevented from participating in the social political discourse of
their times between slavery and freedom rejects the notion that
philosophers need not consider individual experience because philosophy
is impartial and universal a philosopher should also take account of
matters that are essentially perspectival such as the slave experience
mcgary and lawson demonstrate the contribution of all human experience
including slave experiences to the quest for human knowledge and
understanding

In Peace and Freedom

2013-09-26

bernard lafayette jr b 1940 was a cofounder of the student nonviolent
coordinating committee sncc a leader in the nashville lunch counter sit
ins a freedom rider an associate of dr martin luther king jr in the
southern christian leadership conference sclc and the national
coordinator of the poor people s campaign at the young age of twenty two
he assumed the directorship of the alabama voter registration project in
selma a city that had previously been removed from the organization s
list due to the dangers of operating there in this electrifying memoir
written with kathryn lee johnson lafayette shares the inspiring story of
his years in selma when he arrived in 1963 selma was a small quiet rural
town by 1965 it had made its mark in history and was nationally
recognized as a battleground in the fight for racial equality and the
site of one of the most important victories for social change in our
nation lafayette was one of the primary organizers of the 1965 selma
voting rights movement and the selma to montgomery marches and he relates
his experiences of these historic initiatives in close detail today as
the constitutionality of section 5 of the voting rights act is still
questioned citizens students and scholars alike will want to look to this
book as a guide important compelling and powerful in peace and freedom
presents a necessary perspective on the civil rights movement in the
1960s from one of its greatest leaders

Art and Freedom

2003

art and freedom introduces a novel classificatory system for
representation expression and formalist theories of art sleinis argues
that a characteristic defect of contemporary theories of art is their
neglect of the issue of value probing the issue of progress in art he
also emphasizes the need for art to contribute to positive values book
jacket

My Bondage and My Freedom

1987

my bondage and my freedom writes john stauffer in his foreword is a deep
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meditation on the meaning of slavery race and freedom and on the power of
faith and literacy as well as a portrait of an individual and a nation a
few years before the civil war as his narrative unfolds frederick
douglass abolitionist journalist orator and one of the most powerful
voices to emerge from the american civil rights movement transforms
himself from slave to fugitive to reformer leaving behind a legacy of
social intellectual and political thought set from the text of the 1855
first edition this modern library paperback classic includes douglass s
original appendix composed of excerpts from the author s speeches as well
as a letter he wrote to his former master

Thomas Reid on Freedom and Morality

1991

in this succinct and well written book one of our most eminent
philosophers provides a fresh reading of the view of freedom and morality
developed by thomas reid 1710 1796 although contemporary theorists have
written extensively about the scottish philosopher s contributions to the
theory of knowledge this is the first book length study of his
contributions to the controversy over freedom and necessity william l
rowe argues that reid developed a subtle systematic theory of moral
freedom based on the idea of the human being as a free and morally
responsible agent he carefully reconstructs the theory and explores the
intellectual background to reid s views in the work of john locke samuel
clarke and anthony collins rowe develops a novel account of reid s
conception of free action and relates it to contemporary arguments that
moral responsibility for an action implies the power to have done
otherwise distilling from reid s work a viable version of the agency
theory of freedom and responsibility he suggests how reid s theory can be
defended against the major objections both historical and contemporary
that have been advanced against it blending to good effect historical and
philosophical analysis thomas reid on freedom and morality should
interest philosophers political theorists and intellectual historians

Tyranny to Freedom

2009

the author s own father was a victim of stalinism but this did not
prevent the young ludwik from becoming a dedicated stalinist and a
communist party member in poland tyranny to freedom diary of a former
stalinist is based on decades of diaries written in poland france and the
united states how did a committed communist react to important political
events such as stalin s death revelations of the 20th congress in the
ussr and the hungarian uprising why did kowalski return to poland in 1963
instead of choosing freedom in the west and why did he go public with his
anti communist feelings after retiring in 2004 through diary entries
spanning from 1946 and 2008 tyranny to freedom is a fascinating story of
one man s struggle with finding a political identity and the resulting
consequences of a euphoric dream turning into a nightmarish reality of
murder and terror born in 1931 in poland ludwik kowalski spent his
childhood up to age 15 in the soviet union his education was completed in
poland and in france after returning to poland in 1963 with a french
doctorate in nuclear physics he was invited to a scientific conference in
the united states and became a research associate at columbia university
after retiring in 2004 kowalski wrote hell on earth brutality and
violence under the stalinist regime a short and easy to read book for
those americans who know very little about crimes committed under red
banners of proletarian dictatorship royalties will be donated to a
montclair state university scholarship fund

My Fight for Faith and Freedom

2010
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james s memoir heartbreakingly illustrates the struggle of a young woman
trapped between two incompatible cultures and her subsequent fight for
freedom this translation includes a new introduction updating readers on
the author s life since the book s initial publication

Let My People Go

2014-04-29

come join me as i take you back to charleston south carolina to my father
s forge in the early 1800 s sit with me on the woodpile as he tells a
tale of faith hope or love in this extraordinary collection charlotte
jefferies and her father price a former slave introduce us to twelve best
loved bible tales from genesis to daniel and reveal their significance in
the lives of african americans and indeed of all oppressed peoples when
charlotte wants to understand the cruel injustices of her time she turns
to her father does the powerful slaveholder mr sam riley who seems to own
all that surrounds them also own the sun and moon she wonders price s
answer is to tell the story of creation how can god allow an evil like
slavery to exist she asks price responds by telling the story of the
hebrews exodus and shows charlotte that someday their people too will be
free with exquisite clarity patricia and fredrick mckissack and james
ransome a newbery honor winner and all coretta scott king award winners
brilliantly illuminate the parallels between the stories of the jews and
african american history let my people go is a triumphant celebration of
both the human spirit and the enduring power of story as a source of
strength our hope is that this book will be like a lighthouse that can
guide young readers through good times and bad the ideas that these
ancient stories hold are not for one people at one time in one place they
are for all of us for all times everywhere from the authors note to let
my people go

My Lyrical Life

1889

my bondage and my freedom writes john stauffer in his foreword is a deep
meditation on the meaning of slavery race and freedom and on the power of
faith and literacy as well as a portrait of an individual and a nation a
few years before the civil war as his narrative unfolds frederick
douglass abolitionist journalist orator and one of the most powerful
voices to emerge from the american civil rights movement transforms
himself from slave to fugitive to reformer leaving behind a legacy of
social intellectual and political thought set from the text of the 1855
first edition this modern library paperback classic includes douglass s
original appendix composed of excerpts from the author s speeches as well
as a letter he wrote to his former master

My Bondage and My Freedom

2002-07-01

the remarkable story of the young slave phillis wheatley america s first
black poet

My Name Is Phillis Wheatley

2009-09

we are happy to announce this classic book many of the books in our
collection have not been published for decades and are therefore not
broadly available to the readers our goal is to access the very large
literary repository of general public books the main contents of our
entire classical books are the original works to ensure high quality
products all the titles are chosen carefully by our staff we hope you
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enjoy this classic

My Bondage and My Freedom

2020-05-09

growing up african american in segregated arkansas in the 1950s barbara
hendricks witnessed firsthand the painful struggle for civil rights after
graduation from the juilliard school of music hendricks immediately won a
number of important international prizes and began performing in recitals
and operas throughout the world a goodwill ambassador for the united
nations high commission for refugees she is as devoted to humanitarian
work as she is to her music always the anti diva hendricks is a down to
earth and straightforward woman whether singing mozart or black
spirituals she challenges stereotypes and puts the music first and
presents a warm engaging and honest self portrait of one of the great
women of music

Lifting My Voice

2014-06-01

winner of the pulitzer prize in history an important deeply affecting and
regrettably relevant new york times chronicle of a sinister idea of
freedom white americans freedom to oppress others and their fight against
the government that got in their way american freedom is typically
associated with the fight of the oppressed for a better world but for
centuries whenever the federal government intervened on behalf of
nonwhite people many white americans fought back in the name of freedom
their freedom to dominate others in freedom s dominion historian
jefferson cowie traces this complex saga by focusing on a
quintessentially american place barbour county alabama the ancestral home
of political firebrand george wallace in a land shaped by settler
colonialism and chattel slavery white people weaponized freedom to seize
native lands champion secession overthrow reconstruction question the new
deal and fight against the civil rights movement a riveting history of
the long running clash between white people and federal authority this
book radically shifts our understanding of what freedom means in america

Freedom’s Dominion (Winner of the Pulitzer
Prize)

2022-11-22

often shocking always compelling afua cooper s novel is based on the life
of henry bibb an american slave who after repeated attempts escaped in
1841 to become an anti slavery speaker author and founder of a black
newspaper cooper takes painstakingly researched details about slavery and
weaves an intimate story of bibb s young life which is overshadowed by
inconceivable brutality at nine years old henry is separated from his
mother and brothers and hired out suffering abuse at the hands of cruel
masters so severe he almost dies henry s courageous life is described in
intimate detail and young readers will learn about everyday slave life on
a plantation and in towns and cities the coded language of slave escapes
and the dangerous routes over land and water to safe houses as henry bibb
moves from boyhood to manhood he knows that one day he will fly away as
in the old legend of the africans who flew away to freedom the first
person narrative convincingly told in henry s voice traces bibb s boyhood
marriage fatherhood and the developing awareness of his bondage and his
determination to break free of it or die

My Name Is Henry Bibb

2023-05-02
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this text examines a series of pervasive themes of human existence and
the challenges of being and relating areas investigated include the
nature and meaning of being different possessiveness and being possessed
and dimensions of loneliness mystery and self disclosure

My Freedom, My Passion

2004

john gray has become one of our liveliest and most influential political
philosophers this current volume is a sequel to his liberalisms essays in
political philosophy the earlier book ended on a sceptical note both in
respect of what a post liberal political philosophy might look like and
with respect to the claims of political philosophy itself john gray s new
book gives post liberal theory a more definite content it does so by
considering particular thinkers in the history of political thought by
criticizing the conventional wisdom liberal and socialist of the western
academic class and most directly by specifying what remains of value in
liberalism the upshot of this line of thought is that we need not regret
the failure of foundationalist liberalism since we have all we need in
the historic inheritance of the institutions of civil society it is to
the practice of liberty that these institutions encompass rather than to
empty liberal theory that we should repair

The Sunday Magazine

1876

this is a book of the last century of the world or a book of life about
us the people of the world and each individual or a book of answers that
people do not always obey from the past to present to the future family
parents children life wife respect our past our countries our choices our
freedom with total connection with ideology view and mentality of our
ancestors include our american founding fathers words views and hobbies
this book was born in an old fashioned barbershop made by an old school
soviet barber it has been offered to read to real life customers on the
spot while they were waiting for the best haircuts from simple realities
of small business owners and realities in old fashioned barbershops to
simple realities and history of the country to around the world included
is the soviet barber s life story and roads to freedom where american
people will see their history or real history and reality of their
ancestors who made tough decisions and choices and dangerous roads to
freedom and independence it is based on conversations between the
customers and the barber

Being-In, Being-For, Being-With

1995-01-01

a candid savvy inspiring and often hilarious memoir by one of america s
most fearless political leaders

Post-Liberalism

2014-02-04

americans live their lives through institutions government businesses
schools clubs and houses of worship but many americans are wary of the
control these groups especially government and business exercise over
their lives flea market jesus provides an up close look at the rugged
individualism of those trying hardest to separate themselves from
institutions flea market dealers having spent most of his life studying
american religious organizations art farnsley turns his attention to
america s most solitary and alienated entrepreneurs farnsley describes an
entire subculture of white midwesterners working class middle class and
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poor gathered together in a uniquely american celebration of guns and
frontier life in this mix the character cochise voices the frustrations
of flea market dealers toward business politics and especially religion
part ethnography part autobiography flea market jesus is a story about
alienation biblical literalism libertarianism and deep seated religious
belief it is not about the tea party the occupy movement or the christian
right but it shines a light on all of these by highlighting the potent
combination of mistrust resentment and personal liberty too often kept in
the shadows of public discourse among educated elites

With Fire and Sword

1897

ladette randolph understands her life best through the houses she has
inhabited from the isolated farmhouse of her childhood to the series of
houses her family occupied in small towns across nebraska as her father
pursued his dream of becoming a minister to the equally small houses she
lived in as a single mother and graduate student houses have shaped her
understanding of her place in the world and served as touchstones for a
life marked by both constancy and endless cycles of change as randolph
and her husband struggle to bring a dilapidated farmhouse on twenty acres
outside lincoln nebraska back to life randolph reflects on the houses of
her past and the stages of her life that played out in each both painful
and joyful she simultaneously traces the contours of a life deeply shaped
by the nebraska plains where her family has lived for generations and how
those roots helped her find the strength to overcome devastating losses
as a young adult weaving together strands of departures and arrivals new
houses and deep roots cycles of change and the cycles of the seasons
leaving the pink house is a richly layered memoir of the meaning of home
and family and how they can never really leave us even if we leave them
excerpted from publisher statement

Soviet American

2014

freedom my book of firsts a memoir by jaycee lee dugard the bestselling
author of a stolen life whose widely acclaimed account of being kidnapped
at age 11 and remaining a prisoner for 18 years became an international
bestseller in 2011 the kidnapping of ms dugard occurred on june 10 1991
in south lake tahoe california as she was walking from her home to her
school bus stop she was 11 years old at the time she remained missing for
18 years until 2009 when her captor a convicted sex offender was arrested
in her new book ms dugard will tell the story of her first experiences
after years in captivity the joys that accompanied her newfound freedom
and the challenges of adjusting to life on her own there is life after
something tragic happens ms dugard said life doesn t have to end if you
don t want it to it s all in how you look at it somehow i still believe
that we each hold the key to our own happiness and you have to grab it
where you can in whatever form it might take

Still Dreaming: My Journey from the Barrio to
Capitol Hill

2013-10-07

������������� ��� ������������ �������� ���������������������������������
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Flea Market Jesus

2012-06-01
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nick bromell and r blakeslee gilpin have edited frederick douglass s
iconic autobiography with great verve and insight coupled with some known
as well as unknown documents this edition of my bondage and my freedom
will be of tremendous use for experts and nonexperts alike manisha sinha
university of connecticut

Leaving the Pink House

2014-09

French Affairs

1893

Songs of the Sierras

1871

Freedom

2016-07-12

Christian Unitarianism New Testament
Christianity. A discourse [on 1 Peter iii.
13-16] ... Second edition

1848

愛する

2017-05-24

The Shaker

1871

Periodical Accounts Relating to the Missions of
the Church of the United Brethren Established
Among the Heathen

1873

My Bondage and My Freedom

2021
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